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Abstract 
Effect of content of hydrogen (H2) in fuel stream, mole fraction of H2 (𝑋𝐻2) in fuel 
composition, and velocity of fuel and co-flow air (𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔) on the flame characteristics of a co-
flow H2/N2 laminar diffusion flame is investigated in this paper. Co-flow burner of Toro et al 
[1] is used as a model geometry in which the governing conservation transport equations for 
mass, momentum, energy, and species are numerically solved in a segregated manner with 
finite rate chemistry. GRI3 reaction mechanisms are selected along with the weight sum of 
grey gas radiation (WSGG) and Warnatz thermo-diffusion models. Reliability of the newly 
generated CFD (computational fluid dynamics) model is initially examined and validated 
with the experimental results of Toro et al [1]. Then, the method of investigation is focused 
on a total of 12 flames with 𝑋𝐻2  varying between 0.25 and 1, and 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 between 0.25 and 1 
ms-1. Increase of flame size, flame temperature, chemistry heat release, and NOx emission 
formation resulted are affected by the escalation of either 𝑋𝐻2 or 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔. Significant effect on 
the flame temperature and NOx emission are obtained from a higher 𝑋𝐻2  in fuel whereas the 
flame size and heat release are the result of increasing 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔. Along with this finding, the role 
of N2 and its higher content reducing the flame temperature and NOx emission are presented.  
Keywords: Laminar diffusion flame; Hydrogen; Numerical modelling; Flame characteristics   
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1 Introduction 
The demand for energy, which is increasing significantly, and the concern of environmental 
issues encourage the research and development in the various sectors of clean and sustainable 
energy. Among them, one of the attractive options is hydrogen (H2) mixture fuel which can 
be produced by several methods (such as gasification, carbonization, steam reforming, and 
thermolysis), and also from flexible feedstocks (such as coal, wood and biomass). Research 
and development relating to this fuel, which is considered to be environmentally friendly and 
sustainable, has been focused on both the production techniques and the possibility of 
replacing the conventional carbon fuel used in various combustion systems. Since different 
methods are employed for the production of H2 mixture fuel, the composition of H2 mixture 
fuel is varied and depends strongly on the production technique and feedstock. Fuel 
composition could be a mixture of H2, which is a major fuel component, with other species 
such as carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrogen (N2), and methane (CH4) at 
different percentage of volume or mass. This variation thus points to the necessity of 
understanding the microscopic processes governing the combustion characteristics of this 
fuel.   
Diffusion flame is selected as a source of heat energy in several applications and, 
characteristics of this flame were presented in the literature. A summary of the papers relating 
to the flame characteristics of H2 mixture and H2/hydrocarbon fuel is presented in Table 1. In 
those papers, the effect of the content of H2 in fuel composition on the flame characteristics 
was examined through diffusion flame generated by a counter-flow or co-flow configuration 
at various strain rates and flow regimes. A large number of research papers paid attention to 
the turbulent flame whereas the work focusing on the laminar flame is limited. Flame 
structure, temperature and species profile were studied by the numerical and experimental 
methods. And the topics of interest could be categorised as: (i) the effect of adding H2 content 
to hydrocarbon fuel, (ii) the effect of H2 content on the flame characteristics of H2 mixture 
fuel, and (iii) the effect of chemistry reaction mechanisms of H2 mixture fuel.   
In the first category, increasing stability and reducing CO emission were expected to be the 
result of adding H2 content into the composition of hydrocarbon fuel since a lower content of 
hydrocarbon was supplied into combustion. This expectation was achieved in [2], [3], [4], 
and [5] where the flames of H2/hydrocarbon e.g. H2/C3H8, H2/CH4, and H2/natural gas with 
different 𝑋𝐻2  were studies. Nevertheless, the addition of H2 content also affected the 
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characteristics of flame strongly. For example, the flame dimension was reduced whereas the 
NOx and soot emission formulations resulted at a higher rate than a conventional 
hydrocarbon fuel. Moreover, the faster burning rate along with the higher flame temperature 
due to the role of H2 in combustion was the cause of this effect.  
With regard to the H2 mixture fuel, the role and effect of the H2 content on the diffusion 
flame characteristics were studied in several research papers. Attention was paid to the flame 
structure, temperature, and species distribution profiles. Syngas (H2/CO) and syngas with the 
dilution of N2, CO2, and H2O diffusion flame generated by a counter-flow burner were also 
studied in [6] and [7], while the syngas and the H2/N2 turbulent flame formulated by a co-
flow burner were examined in [8]. A similar result was obtained from both the burner 
configurations. In terms of the temperature of both the syngas and H2/N2 flames, fuel 
containing a higher content of H2 formulated a higher flame temperature. Additionally, the 
flame dimension was found to be larger and more affected by the content of H2 than for 
syngas and H2/N2, which is in contrast to an enrich CO flame. 
The chemical reaction mechanisms capable of computing combustion of H2 mixture fuel have 
been studied and presented in a number of research papers. Majority of them focused on the 
combustion of syngas (H2/CO). However, the mechanisms presented have the potential to 
predict the reactions of a H2 mixture fuel since the various species were taken into account 
[9] and [10]. In addition, a review and comparison of the various reaction mechanisms have 
been presented in [11] with the aim of finding the most suitable chemical mechanism 
compositions for predicting and explaining the syngas combustion. A total of 16 recent 
mechanisms such as GRI3 [12], Kéromnès-2013 [13], Davis-2005 [14], Li-2007 [15], Burk-
2012 [16] and NUIG-NGM-2010 [17] can also provide a good prediction of computational 
result with experiment; however, the level of accuracy of each mechanism strongly depends 
on the condition of combustion (e.g. pressure and temperature) and in fact, some mechanisms 
have a limitation in terms of the number of species. Similarly, 3 reaction mechanisms (GRI 
3.0, DRM22 [18] and Heghes’ C1–C4 [19]) seemed to be capable of computing a mixture of 
H2 flame with CH4, CO, CO2, H2 and H2O , since a good agreement with the experimental 
data was obtained from these mechanisms [20].  
However, in order to use a H2 mixture fuel effectively, understanding the effect of H2 content 
in fuel – which is defined in this study by the volume flow rate of H2 to be supplied into the 
combustion - on the flame characteristics is a significant step towards the better utilisation of 
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the hybrid hydrogen mixed fuels. The investigation is focused on a combination of the 
varying mole fraction of H2 (𝑋𝐻2) in fuel composition, and the velocity of fuel and co-flow air 
(𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔). Therefore, not only the effects of H2 content but also 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 and 𝑋𝐻2 are examined in 
this paper. In particular, the aim of the work is focused on how the H2 content affects the 
flame characteristics of the H2/N2 laminar co-flow diffusion flame. This also includes an in-
depth investigation of the flame structure, flame temperature, species distribution, and NO 
emission formation at the various concentration of H2 in fuel.  
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) commercial code ‘STAR CCM+’ is selected as a tool 
for simulating and studying the flame. Suitable chemical reaction mechanisms including its 
thermodynamic and transport data sourced from the literature are imported to the generated 
numerical models. However, as the computational time for simulating the finite rate chemical 
kinetics reactions incorporated in the species transport models depends strongly on the 
number of species and reactions involved in the reaction mechanisms, an optimum 
computational setup is thus crucially important for obtaining the reliable numerical results 
with a reasonable computational time. Validation of the generated model is processed in the 
first stage then the content of H2 in the fuel composition is varied at a different velocity of 
fuel and air in order to study the effect of the H2 content at different flow conditions. We 
believe that the results presented in the paper would be beneficial in terms of the design and 
selection of a combustion system that can combust a H2 mixture fuel efficiently with a low 
rate of pollution formation. 
2 Model formulation 
The selected configuration is an axisymmetric co-flow burner as presented in Toro et al [1]. 
Appearance and geometry of this burner are shown in Figure 1. The fuel inlet is a round tube 
located at the centre with an inner diameter of 9 mm. This inlet is surrounded by a 95 mm 
inner diameter co-flow air inlet. The thickness of the fuel tube is defined as 1 mm and the 
position of the fuel exit is 8 mm higher than that of the co-flow air. Both fuel and air are 
injected vertically in the opposite direction to the gravitational force.  
2.1 Governing equations 
The governing equations are presented as follows: 
Continuity equation 
𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡
+ (𝜌?⃗? ) = 0 (1) 
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Momentum equation 
𝜕(𝜌?⃗? )
𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌?⃗? ?⃗? ) = −∇𝑝 + ∇ ∙ 𝜏 + 𝜌𝑔      
(2) 
Where 
𝜏 = 𝜇[∇?⃗? + ?⃗? 𝑇 −
2
3
∇?⃗? 𝐼]  
Species transport equation 
𝜕(𝜌𝑌𝑖)
𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌?⃗? 𝑌𝑖) = −∇𝐽𝑖⃗ + 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑆𝑖 (3) 
Energy equation 
∇ ∙ (𝑣 (𝜌𝐸 + 𝑝)) = ∇ ∙ (𝑘∇𝑇 − ∑ℎ𝑗𝐽 𝑗 + (𝜏̿ ∙ 𝑣 )) + 𝑆ℎ
𝑗
 (4) 
Where 
𝐸 = ℎ −
𝑝
𝜌
+
𝑣2
2
     and  ℎ = ∑ 𝑌𝑗ℎ𝑗𝑗  
Multi-component diffusion as well as thermal diffusion is considered as shown in (5). The 
previous one is computed through the Maxwell-Stefan equation while the latter is by the 
Warnatz model. Details of these methods can be found in [21] and [22]. 
𝐽 𝑖 = −𝜌(∑𝐷𝑖,𝑗∇
𝑁
𝑗=1
𝑌𝑗) − 𝜌
𝐷𝑇,𝑖
𝑇
𝛻𝑇 (5) 
The dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity are defined by the Chapman-Enskong 
method and kinetic theory respectively. These are illustrated in (6) and (7) respectively 
𝜇𝑖 = 2.6693 × 10
−6
√𝑀𝑖𝑇
𝜎𝑖
2𝛺(𝑇∗)
 (6) 
𝜆𝑖 =
𝜇𝑖
𝑀𝑖
(𝑓𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝐶𝑣,𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛 + 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑡𝐶𝑣,𝑟𝑜𝑡 + 𝑓𝑣𝑖𝑏𝐶𝑣,𝑣𝑖𝑏) (7) 
Participating media radiation model is selected for computing radiation. Discrete Ordinates 
Method (DOM) is utilized for solving the radiation transport equation [21]. The absorption 
coefficient is calculated through the weighted sum of grey gas model (WSGG). The total 
absorptivity of several grey gases is approximated as shown in (8). The medium is assumed 
to consist of different fractions of grey gases with different absorption coefficients. CO2 and 
H2O are assumed to dominate the cloud emission and absorption among the combustion gas 
products. 
𝛼 ≈ ∑ 𝑎𝑘(1 − 𝑒
−𝐾𝑘𝑆)
𝐾
𝑘=0
 (8) 
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The medium is also assumed to be optically thin. Thus, the optical path length (S) is defined 
as: 
𝑆 = 3.6
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛
 (9) 
The GRI3 reaction mechanisms containing 53 species and 325 reactions are selected and the 
governing equations are solved by using the numerical techniques presented in Section 2.3. 
2.2 Boundary conditions and mesh generation   
The domain is axisymmetric and considered volume above the co-flow air and fuel inlet, as 
shown in Figure 1. The width of the top plane is 4.75 cm. This distance is accounted from the 
centreline of the fuel tube to the outer line of the co-flow air tube horizontally. The width of 
the bottom plane is 4.2 cm and is between the outer of the co-flow air and the outer of the 
fuel tube. The distance between the top and bottom planes is 20 cm and the thickness of the 
fuel tube is assumed as 1 mm. Fuel inlet width/radius is 0.45 cm from the centreline and is 
located 0.8 cm above the air inlet. According to this setup, the effect of the fuel tube on the 
flow of the co-flow air due to the different level between the co-flow air inlet and fuel inlet (8 
mm) is taken into account.  
Regarding the boundary condition, the top and left planes are defined as a pressure boundary 
with the temperature and total pressure of 298 K and 101325 Pa respectively. Species on 
these boundaries is air which is defined in terms of the mole fraction of O2 and N2. Fuel and 
the co-flow air inlet are set as a velocity inlet boundary. A parabolic velocity profile is 
defined for the fuel injection while a bulk velocity profile is specified for the co-flow air. 
Both streams are supplied into the domain at an initial temperature of 298 K. The centreline 
of the fuel tube or the right plane is the axis of the domain. The fuel tube and its thickness are 
defined as a wall boundary with a no-slip condition and temperature of 298 K. All the 
boundary setup of each plane is illustrated in Figure 1.  
Using a hyperbolic function, a clustering mesh is generated with the grids stretching both 
vertically and horizontally from the outer of the fuel tube to the top and left pressure outlet 
planes, axis, and co-flow air inlet. This mesh generation is designed for computing the 
reacting flow field as well as the fluid interaction between the fuel inlet tube and the co-flow 
air stream. Mesh size with the number of cells is optimised from a mesh sensitivity test 
carried out through the three levels of mesh resolution. The smallest cell size of the selected 
mesh resolution (normal mesh) is 0.2 mm and is located at the outer of the fuel inlet tube. The 
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number of divisions in the vertical direction is 100 and 24 from the smallest cell position to 
the top plane and co-flow inlet respectively. In the horizontal direction, 50 and 16 divisions 
are produced from the smallest cell location to the left outlet plane and axis. Thus, a total of 
7,800 mesh cells are produced based on this setup. This mesh generation is illustrated in 
Figure 1 whereas the details of the other mesh resolution study (fine and coarse mesh) are 
presented in Table 2.    
2.3 Numerical techniques 
The continuity, momentum, species transport, and energy equations are solved in a 
segregated manner. In order to formulate the species transport equation, an ‘operator 
splitting’ algorithm is also utilised. This algorithm, which is inbuilt in the selected 
commercial package, takes advantage of the different time scales involved in the chemical 
reactions and the flow field [21]. The reaction rates and complex chemistry problem are 
solved by the Sundials CVODE ODE solver developed and introduced by [23]. The 
temperature of cells close to the fuel and air exit is set at 1800 K for the first 20 iterations in 
order to ignite the flame. The simulation was then run until the convergence is obtained with 
a steady-state profile of the contour plots of the velocity, temperature and concentration of 
major species (H2, N2, O2, N2, H2O, NO and NO2). Residuals of the continuity, momentum, 
and energy equations are resulted between 10-4 and 10-6 and remained to be stable thus 
ensured the solution stability and steadiness.  
The numerical simulations are processed in two stages. A validation of the generated CFD 
model based on the experimental and numerical data of Toro et al [1] is presented first in 
Section 3, while the study investigating the effects of the content of H2, 𝑋𝐻2, and 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 on the 
flame characteristics in various flow conditions is in the second stage (Section 4).    
3 Validation of the modelling results 
In this stage, the simulation cases are run at the similar flow condition and fuel composition 
as in Toro et al [1] in order to validate the simulation results with their experimental data. The 
mole fraction ratio of H2:N2 is kept constant at 1:1. In each of the test cases, the average 
velocity of the fuel and air (𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔) are defined equally to 0.27 ms
-1 for one case and 0.5 ms-1 
for the other case to study the effect of 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 on the flame characteristics [1]. A user defined 
function (UDF) is written to define a parabolic velocity profile of fuel at the burner inlet. 
Computational results are compared with the experimental as well as the numerical result of 
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Toro et al. [1] in Figure 2-3 which respectively present the axial temperature and species 
profiles of both the flames (𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.27, and 0.5 ms
-1) and the radial temperature and species 
profiles of the flame at 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.5 ms
-1.  
As seen, at 0.5 ms-1, the axial temperature is slightly overpredicted by the model and the 
maximum temperature computed is approximately 50 K higher than that of the experiment. 
However, this result has a trend similar to the CFD result of Toro et al [1] which also 
overpredicted the temperature profile. The maximum temperature of the simulated flame is 
located at the similar position to the experimental data due to the good prediction of the flame 
length and flame front. This is also supported by the computational result of the species 
profile of H2, N2, O2, and H2O which are comparable to the experimental data.  
On the radial plot, at 3 mm above the fuel inlet, the slightly over prediction also results from 
the simulation model. This is, again, very similar to the CFD result of Toro et al [1]. 
However, the position of the maximum temperature and the thickness of the high temperature 
zone (above 298 K) results closer to the experimental data. This further implies the good 
prediction of the flame dimension at this height above the burner. Species distribution results 
are similar between the experiment and the newly generated CFD models. However, slightly 
under prediction is shown at the radial distance greater than 5 mm in the profiles of H2 and 
H2O and slightly over prediction is shown between 7.5 – 8.5 mm radial distances for the 
species of O2. Nevertheless, this can be considered as insignificant.  
At 10 mm above the fuel inlet, well prediction is also obtained from the generated CFD 
model on both the radial temperature and species profiles with a slightly over prediction at 
distances less than 2.5 mm for H2 and between 5 – 6.5 mm for H2O. However, this is also not 
considered as significant. The thickness of the high temperature zone is predicted to be 
slightly thinner than that of the CFD result of [1] while the species profiles predicted by both 
the models are similar.   
Similar temperature and species profile as at 10 mm are obtained at 20 and 30 mm above the 
fuel inlet. Generally, the presented model produces the results similar to those of the 
experiment. Though slightly over or under prediction are obtained for the H2 and N2 profiles 
with a resulting slightly wider high temperature zone, the majority of these profiles are 
comparable to the experimental data. Also, the location of the predicted peak temperature in 
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the radial distance, which is similar to the experimental data, further emphasises the good 
prediction of the flame dimension.  
Going back to the axial plot of the flame temperature presented in Figure 2(a) at a reduced 
flow velocity 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.27 ms
-1, it is seen that the temperature is also slightly over predicted. 
But the location where the peak temperature occurred is similar to the one resulted from the 
CFD model of Toro et al. [1]. Furthermore, the species profile is well predicted and is also 
comparable to the one computed by Toro et al. [1]. 
Mesh dependency test is also carried out along with the validation routine and presented in 
Figure 4. The same direction of the result is shown from the comparison of the flames 
generated using the three different mesh resolutions. Almost the same temperature and the 
species profiles are predicted from the medium and fine mesh resolutions. But, slightly 
overprediction in the axial temperature towards the downstream of the burner is shown from 
the coarse mesh. Thus, the medium mesh resolution is to be considered for the further 
simulations since it provides the result similar to that obtained by the fine mesh but with less 
computational time. 
4 Effects of content of H2 on the flame characteristics  
The content of H2 defined as the flow rate of H2 in the fuel stream is varied in order to study 
its effect on the diffusion flame characteristics. This can be processed by varying either or 
both of (i) the concentration of H2 in fuel (𝑋𝐻2), and (ii) the velocity of fuel and air (𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔). 
Therefore, 12 flames having various 𝑋𝐻2(0.25 - 1 in the mole fraction) and 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 (0.25 - 0.75 
ms-1) are simulated. Following this setup, 3 pure H2 flames (𝑋𝐻2  = 1) having various 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 are 
also generated. This is proceeded with the aim of comparing characteristics between the 
H2/N2 and pure H2 flames. Details of fuel supplied for generating these flames such as the 
flow velocity, fuel composition, and content of each species supplied into combustion are 
shown in Table 3. Characteristics of these flames are studied by considering various aspects 
such as the flame structure, flame temperature, chemistry heat release, species distribution, 
and NOx emission.  
Regarding 𝑋𝐻2  and 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔, an analysis of the effect of  𝑋𝐻2 is processed by studying the flames 
formulated by the same 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 but with different compositions (different 𝑋𝐻2). On the other 
hand, the comparison of flames generated by the same composition (same  𝑋𝐻2) but with 
different 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 is proceeded in order to identify the effect of 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔. To prevent any confusion 
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and simplify the analysis, the simulated flames are categorised based on the 𝑋𝐻2 and 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 of 
their fuel stream. Flames generated based on the same fuel composition (i.e. the same  𝑋𝐻2) 
but with different 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 are grouped as an enrich N2 flame ( 𝑋𝐻2  = 0.25), equal H2/N2 flame 
( 𝑋𝐻2  = 0.5), enrich H2 flame ( 𝑋𝐻2  = 0.75), and a pure H2 flame ( 𝑋𝐻2  = 1). Effect of 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 is 
identified through the separate study of each flame group. In contrast, the flames generated 
by fuel having the same 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 are categorised into three flame sets for studying the effect of 
𝑋𝐻2. These are flame set I (𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.25 ms
-1), flame set II (𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.5 ms
-1), and flame set III 
(𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.75 ms
-1). Category of all the flames studied is presented in Table 4. 
4.1 Flame appearance         
Temperature contours of all the enrich N2 and enrich H2 flames (flames A, C, E, G, I, and K) 
are presented in Figure 5. Zero temperature gradient method is applied on the temperature 
contour of all the flames in order to illustrate the flame front line which is capable of 
projecting the flame appearance and its dimension. The dimension, maximum flame width, as 
well as the length of all the flames extracted from the flame front line, are presented and 
compared each other in Figure 6 and Figure 7a. These results are used to compute the vertical 
cross sectional area of all the flames and, by integrating this area around the axis of the 
domain results in the flame size. Comparison of the flame size of all the flames is shown 
along with the H2 content in the fuel stream in Figure 7b. Moreover, the results presented in 
Figures 5 – 7 are used for identifying the effects of the H2 content, 𝑋𝐻2 , and 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 on the flame 
appearance and discussed below. 
As seen in Figure 6, the shape of all the flames is similar and is almost downward parabolic. 
The flame front line illustrating the flame shape begins at the outer of the fuel exit, which 
passes through the axis and finishes on the other side of the outer fuel exit tube. Different 
flame size and dimension are found from the analysis and summarised in Figure 6 – 7. The 
largest flame size is found in flame L (i.e. pure H2 flame with 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.75 ms
-1) as 14.6 cm3, 
followed by flame K (i.e. enrich H2 flame with 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.75 ms
-1) as 10.4 cm3 whereas the 
smallest one is resulted from flame A (enrich N2 flame with 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.25 ms
-1) as 1.39 cm3. 
Thus, this elucidates the content of H2 playing a significant role on the flame size. Further, a 
relationship between them tends to be directly proportional. Interesting result is also found 
while comparing the flames generated by the fuel containing the same content of H2 (keeping 
the same volume flow rate of H2) e.g. (i) flames B and E, (ii) flames C and I, (iii) flames D 
and F, and (iv) flames G and J. In these comparisons, the flames generated by the fuel 
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containing higher 𝑋𝐻2  have a smaller flame size for (i), and (ii) but a larger flame size for (iii) 
and (iv).  
An understanding of the combined effect of 𝑋𝐻2 and 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 is developed and presented by 
considering the flame set I, II, and III separately. Generally, the fuels consisting higher 𝑋𝐻2 
generate the flame larger than the ones containing lower 𝑋𝐻2. However, the relationship 
between them is highly non-linear with an average increasing rate of 2.84, 6.09, and 9.31 cm3 
per increment of 𝑋𝐻2 from 0.25 as illustrated in Figure 7b. Similar relation is also resulted for 
𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 i.e. the flame size, computed from all the enrich N2 flames, equal H2/N2 flames, enrich 
H2 flames, and pure H2 flames, resulted in the increase of 1.7, 2.65, 3.64, and 4.95 cm
3 
respectively as shown in Figure 7b for per increment of 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.25 ms
-1. 
With regard to the flame dimension, an analysis of the maximum flame width and flame 
length is carried out and results are presented in Figure 7a with an effect of the H2 content, 
𝑋𝐻2, and 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔. The highest and lowest maximum flame width of 1.7 and 1.05 cm is obtained 
from flames L and A respectively. Profiles of the maximum flame width and  the H2 content 
are similar. However, a relation between them cannot be easily formulated since some flames 
generated by the fuel having lower H2 content form a wider maximum flame length i.e. 
flames C and F. Nevertheless, a strong effect of 𝑋𝐻2 on the maximum flame width is pointed 
out with an average increasing rate per increment of 𝑋𝐻2 = 0.25 as 0.160 cm for flame set I, 
0.186 cm for flame set II, and 0.214 cm for flame set III. Effect of 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 on the maximum 
flame width can be considered as weak, since its rate of increment is only 0.004, 0.051, 
0.064, and 0.085 cm respectively per increment of 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔  from 0.25 ms
-1.  
In terms of the flame length, Figure 7a also shows flame L (pure H2 flame with 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.75 
ms-1) having the longest length and it is ~9.74 cm while the shortest flame length is flame A 
(enrich N2 flame with 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.25 ms
-1) as 2.74 cm. On the other hand, considering the H2/N2 
flames, flame K (pure H2 flame with 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.75 ms
-1) has the longest flame length as 8.75 
cm and each flame set is unique and solely results in the effect of 𝑋𝐻2  on this parameter. 
However, the flame generated by the fuel consisting higher 𝑋𝐻2  is slightly longer and an 
average increasing rate is computed to be 0.46, 0.51, 0.58 cm for the flame sets I, II, and III 
respectively. Significant effect is also found when increasing 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔. For example, the fuel 
stream having a higher 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 produces a longer flame with an escalating rate for per increment 
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of 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 at every 0.25 ms
-1:2.62 cm for the enrich N2 flames, 2.56 cm for the equal H2/N2 
flames, 2.69 cm for the enrich H2 flames, and 2.81 cm for the pure H2 flames.  
4.2 Flame temperature          
In all the flames, the position of the maximum flame temperature is obtained on the flame 
front line slightly above the outer of the fuel exit tube as can be seen in the temperature 
contour (Figure 5). To clearly illustrate the effect of the H2 content, 𝑋𝐻2 and 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 on this 
position, the solid circles are plotted on the flame front line as shown in Figure 6. As seen, 
the location of the maximum temperature depends on the H2 content with having a direct 
proportion relation. In fact, the position of the maximum temperature has a higher vertical 
distance from the fuel exit, and a longer horizontal distance from the axis, when the H2 
content supplied was large. Thus, the 𝑋𝐻2 plays an important role when the flames supplied 
by the same content of H2 are compared. Analysing flames in the flame sets I, II, III, a direct 
proportion relation can also be obtained for all the flame sets. For example, higher vertical 
distance from the fuel exit, and longer horizontal distance from the axis are resulted when the 
fuel containing higher 𝑋𝐻2  is compared with the lower one. Similar direction of result is 
found when  𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 is escalated. For example, higher 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 provides the higher vertical distance 
and also the longer horizontal distance in all the N2 flames, equal H2/N2 flames, enrich H2 
flames, and pure H2 flames. 
Apart from the position, the maximum temperature of all the simulated flames is also 
presented and compared with their adiabatic flame temperature in Figure 8a. The highest 
flame temperature results from flame L (pure H2 flame with 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.75 ms
-1) as 2319 K 
while the lowest one is found from flame A (enrich N2 flame with 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.25 ms
-1) as 1552 
K. Generated H2/N2 flame having the highest maximum flame temperature is flame K (2193 
K). Maximum flame temperature of the simulated flames is found to be lower than the 
adiabatic temperature except for the enrich N2 flames. The average difference between the 
adiabatic and simulated flames are shown to be 36 K for the rich N2 flame, 68 K for the equal 
H2/N2 flame, 96 K for the rich H2 flame, and 91 K for the pure H2 flame. These are computed 
from the flames formulating by the fuel having the same composition but with different 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔.  
However, as shown in the same figure, an escalation of the H2 content (volume flow rate of 
H2) does not affect the maximum flame temperature directly. There are some cases that the 
flame generated by the fuel stream with lower H2 content have the maximum temperature 
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higher than that of the one generated by the fuel stream having a higher one. Considering  the 
flames in the same flame set points to the stronger effect of 𝑋𝐻2  on the maximum flame 
temperature.  The average increasing rate per increment of 𝑋𝐻2 = 0.25 is found to be 231, 
243, 249 K for the flame sets I, II, and III respectively. Slightly increase of the maximum 
flame temperature is shown when the flame generated by the fuel having the same 
composition but with different 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔. With an increase of 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 as 0.25 ms
-1, the maximum 
flame temperature of the enrich N2 flame, equal H2/N2 flame, enrich H2 flame, and pure H2 
flame escalates to 10, 34, 39, and 37 K respectively in average.  
4.3 Chemistry heat release and heat flux generated by the flames 
The finite rate chemistry implemented in the model provides the capability of calculating the 
heat release as presented in Figure 8b. The lowest value of 48 W among all the simulated 
flames is found in flame A (N2 rich flame with 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔= 0.25 ms
-1) whereas the highest value of 
514 W is computed from flame L (pure H2 with 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔= 0.75 ms
-1). For the H2/N2 flames, the 
highest chemistry heat release of 375 W is resulted from flame K . Similar to the relation 
between the maximum temperature and the H2 content presented in the previous section, a 
relationship between the chemistry heat release and the H2 content is also established. 
Generally, higher H2 content provides higher chemistry heat release. This finding is supported 
by the high calorific value of H2. But specifically, an average increasing rate of the chemistry 
heat release of flame sets I, II, and III is obtained as 56, 91, and 130 W per increment of 𝑋𝐻2 
= 0.25. Effect of 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 on the chemistry heat release of the flames is also clear – with an 
average increasing rate of every 0.25 ms-1 it is (i) 40 W for the N2 rich flame, (ii) 75 W for the 
equal H2/N2 flame, (iii) 110 W for the H2 rich flame, and (iv) 150 W for the pure H2 flame.  
In terms of the heat flux, a profile of this parameter on the left pressure outlet boundary is 
plotted in Figure 9a-c for every flame and it is found to be dominated by the radiative heat 
flux. The profile of the heat flux on the left plane is similar in all the flames, and it increases 
to the peak value then reduces along the vertical distance. The relation between the peak 
value and the H2 content supplied cannot be identified directly as some fuels with lower H2 
content in the fuel stream generate higher peak heat flux on the boundary. Considering the 
effect of 𝑋𝐻2, higher 𝑋𝐻2  provide more heat flux generated in combustion. This finding can be 
seen in all the flame sets where the flames generated by the fuel containing 𝑋𝐻2 = 1 (pure H2) 
produce the highest heat flux. Moreover, escalation of 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 itself also provides more 
chemistry heat release, as higher value is found from the flames having the same composition 
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but with higher 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔. However, among all the simulated flames, the highest heat flux is 
resulted from flame L (pure H2 flame and 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.75 ms
-1) with the peak value of 1528 
W/m2 while the lowest one is resulted from flame A (enrich N2 flame with 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.25 ms
-1) 
with the peak value of 11.42 W/m2. The highest heat flux among the H2/N2 flames is 
computed from flame K (enrich H2 flame with 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.75 ms
-1) as 859 W/m2.     
4.4 Species distribution 
Species profiles of H2, N2, O2, and H2O are studied in this section. Axial species of all the 
H2/N2 flames at different 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 are presented in Figure 10a-d whereas the radial species 
profiles of the selected ones are presented in Figure 11a-d. For the radial profiles, all the 
simulation flames are monitored at 9 mm above the fuel exit.  
As a major fuel component, H2 is consumed along the axial distance from the fuel exit, as a 
results the chemistry reactions related to H2 convert this reactant to other product species. In 
the H2/N2 flames, the position where H2 is fully consumed is slightly under the flame front, 
and noticeably, the position of the flame front and dimension are different and they strongly 
depend on the 𝑋𝐻2 and 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔. Moreover, the H2 mole fraction with higher 𝑋𝐻2 approaches zero 
at a position higher than that with lower 𝑋𝐻2. On the radial plot, the concentration of H2 is 
reduced along the radial distance and approaches zero before the flame front line, similar to 
its axial profile. 
Regarding the mole fraction profile of N2, which is supplied into the reactions through both 
the streams, fuel and oxidizer, the concentration of this species increases along the axial and 
radial distances from the fuel inlet and axis. On the axial plot, this escalation is significant 
and tends to approach 0.79 of the mole fraction which is the same value of the concentration 
of N2 in the air stream. The slightly different profile can be seen in the H2 rich and equal 
H2/N2 flames; for example, the concentration of N2 rises to their peak value approximately 
0.81 and 0.91 respectively for the equal H2/N2 flame (flame B, F, and J), and for the rich H2 
flame (flame C, G, and K). It then slightly reduces to approximately 0.79. The escalation of 
the mole fraction of N2 on the radial plot is obtained similarly. Significant increase along the 
radial distance is shown and again tends to 0.79. The slightly different profile is found in 
flame A, B, and C (flames in the flame set I). For instance, the N2 profile of these flames rises 
to the peak value at 0.86, 0.83, and 0.82 in order, and then slightly decreases to 0.79. This 
finding thus clarifies that the level selected for monitoring the radial profile is higher than the 
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position of the maximum temperature of the flames in flame set I. Since N2 is not fully 
consumed during combustion, the concentration of this species increases and approaches the 
same concentration of N2 in air when it is outside the reaction zone. The fluctuation of N2 
concentration observed is the resultant effects of the combination of N2 supplied through both 
the air and fuel streams which can therefore lift the concentration of this species higher than 
the one in the case of only air (0.79).        
As an oxidizer, O2 is supplied through the air stream and fully combusted at the area close to 
the flame front. This is supported by the axial and radial profiles of this species which appear 
on the plot at the position close to and inside the flame front line on both the axial and radial 
plots. It can be seen that the profile of O2 is strongly affected by 𝑋𝐻2 and 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 since these 
parameters are capable for controlling the dimension of the flame as well as the flame front 
line. The O2 concentration increases until approaching 0.21 of the mole fraction which is the 
concentration of this specie in the air stream. The increasing rate of the mole fraction profile 
of O2 is found to have the similar values. This result can also be seen on both the axial and 
radial plots where almost the parallel profile of O2 of all the flames is shown. 
However, as a reaction product, the concentration of H2O increases from zero to the peak 
value then reduces to zero again. The position of the peak value is close to and inside the 
flame front. The peak concentration of all the flames is obtained differently. The highest peak 
value obtained from flame C is 0.28 and 0.28 on the axial and radial plots respectively. 
Conversely, the lowest peak value found in flame A is 0.13 and 0.15 from the axial and radial 
plots in order. It is also noticed from both the plots that the flames having the same 
composition (flame set I) have the higher peak value than that of the sets II, and III. 
4.5 NOx emission  
Utilisation of the GRI3 reaction mechanisms allowed the prediction of the NOx emission in 
the flames and, the concentration and production rate of NOx are the key focus of the 
investigation. Note that the concentration is defined by the summation of the concentration of 
NO and NO2 on the each computational grid.  
The appearance of the contours of the NOx concentration presented in Figure 12 is similar to 
the flame temperature (Figure 5), thus indicating the NOx emissions resulted from the 
thermal route. Maximum concentration along with the maximum flame temperature is also 
plotted in Figure 13a in order to investigate the role of NOx against the temperature in 
details. As can be seen, the flame temperature has a significant role and effect on the NOx 
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resulted. Generally, the fuel that is capable of producing the higher flame temperature 
generates the higher NOx concentration. Thus, all the factors affected the escalation of the 
flame temperature also imply here, and consequently increase the NOx concentration. 
Quantitatively, the highest NOx concentration of all the flames (295.35 ppm) is found from 
flame L,  whereas the highest concentration of the particularly H2/N2 flames (132.07 ppm) is 
resulted from flame K. Conversely, the lowest concentration is computed from flame A as 
11.13 ppm.  
Effect of the H2 content, 𝑋𝐻2, and 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 on the NOx concentration is also quantified. For 
example, an average increase of 72.67, 100.33, and 120.60 ppm respectively from the flame 
sets I, II, and III is resulted per increment of 𝑋𝐻2  as 0.25. Whereas, it is 11.98, 37.48, 107.03, 
and 236.32 ppm respectively from the enrich N2 flame, equal H2/N2 flame, enrich H2 flame, 
and pure H2 flame per increment of 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 as 0.25 ms
-1. 
The NOx production rate of all the flames is also presented in Figure 13b. This result is 
calculated by integrating the summation of the production rates of NO and NO2 on all the 
grids around the domain. As observed, a significant effect of 𝑋𝐻2  is discovered. For instance, 
the fuels having a higher 𝑋𝐻2 formulate the NOx production at higher rate than the lower one. 
This result is obtained not only from the consideration of the flames in the same flame set but 
also from the comparison of all the flames. The average increasing rate is found as 2.99, 4.83, 
6.28 kg-m-3s-1 per an increment of 𝑋𝐻2  = 0.25 for the flame sets I, II, and III respectively. 
Effect of 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 on the flame is also discovered from the analysis of the flames generated by the 
fuel having the same composition. However, an increase of 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 results in slightly increase of 
the NOx production rate. The average increasing rate of the NOx production due to the 
alternation of 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 is calculated for the enrich N2 flame, equal H2/N2 flame, enrich H2 flame, 
and pure H2 flame in order as 0.47, 2.17, 5.43, and 10.72 kg-m
-3s-1.   
While comparing the results of the NOx emission with the chemistry heat release reported in 
the previous section,  it is interesting to note the fact of discovery that some flames 
formulated a lower rate of NOx formation though generating the higher chemistry heat 
release. Thus, this clearly points to the methods capable of reducing the NOx emission while 
maintaining the heat release at an expected level. The findings support the flames with 
reducing 𝑋𝐻2  and increasing 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 have this beneficial impact. Nevertheless, a larger flame 
size would be the side effect of this method.       
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5 Discussion 
The slight differences appeared between the CFD results of [1] and the ones generated in this 
work can be further explained by considering a number of factors. Firstly, the species 
properties such as the dynamic viscosity, molecular diffusivity, thermal conductivity, and 
thermal diffusion are defined by different methods. Secondly, the fluid interaction between 
the fuel tube and the co-flow air is taken into account for our numerical model. This results in 
the better prediction of the temperature and the species profiles. Lastly, the input chemistry 
reaction mechanisms are also different; e.g. the hydrogen–oxygen submechanism of GRI2.11 
containing nine species were utilised in Toro et al [1] while a full GRI3 reaction mechanism 
is utilised in this paper. 
Comparing the appearance of all the flames in Figure 7a and b, it is found that there are many 
flames having the longer flame length but with the smaller flame size; for example, flame E 
is longer than flames C and D but its size is smaller. The flame width is found to play an 
important role in the compensation of the flame size for the shorter flame. This finding, 
therefore, can be used for explaining the trends of the chemistry heat release along with the 
flame temperature. As presented in Figure 8a-b, compensation of heat release is found from 
the flames having either the higher temperature or the flame size. At the similar flame 
temperature, the flames having the higher size generate higher heat release. In turn, the flame 
having the higher temperature produces the higher chemistry heat release.  
Comparing the results presented in this paper with those of  Dinesh et al. [8], who studied the 
turbulent flames of H2/N2 and H2/CO, the effects of 𝑋𝐻2  on the flame temperature and the 
flame structure are found to be similar. Hoverer, this comparison result is not strong enough 
to imply that the effects of 𝑋𝐻2 on all the aspects of the flame characteristics presented in this 
paper would be same for both the laminar and turbulent H2/N2 flames. Therefore, further 
studies focusing investigation on the effects of  𝑋𝐻2on the heat release and the emission 
formation at various flow condition (𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔) of the turbulent H2/N2 flames are required in order 
to fulfil this gap.     
Further study on the role of N2 is also required. It can be seen on the comparison presented 
between the flames generated by the fuel having an equal H2 content supplied into 
combustion (i.e. flames B and E) that the fuel stream containing a higher content of N2 
formulated the larger flame size, but with the lower flame temperature, chemistry heat 
release, and NOx formation rate. A deeper understanding of the effect of N2 on the flame 
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characteristics could therefore provide beneficial options in controlling the NOx formation 
rate. 
Regarding the concentration and production rate of NOx, both rely strongly on the flame 
temperature, which is also the key factor affecting the increase or decrease of the chemistry 
heat release.  
Furthermore, the study emphasised the role of 𝑋𝐻2  and 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 that is not only the factors 
controlling the content of H2 in the fuel stream but also controlling all the aspects of H2/N2 
flame characteristics.               
6 Conclusion 
The effect of the H2 content defined by the flow rate of H2 on the various aspects of the flame 
characteristics of H2/N2 has been studied. The results presented revealed that the factors 
controlling the H2 content in the fuel stream (𝑋𝐻2  and 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔) played an important role on the 
flame size, flame temperature, chemistry heat release, and NOx emission. This finding can 
thus be potentially utilised for designing a suitable combustion system for this fuel.     
During the analysis of the simulation results, the effect of N2 was pointed out. It was shown 
that the fuel containing a higher content of N2 generated the larger flame size, but with the 
lower flame temperature, chemistry heat release, and NOx formation rate. Further study on 
this topic is also suggested since it could be capable of reducing the NOx formation rate. 
Furthermore, as this study covers only the laminar diffusion flame, the flames of H2 mixture 
in turbulent regime are also suggested as additional study in future.      
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Nomenclature 
Uppercase letters  
𝐶𝑣 Contribution to the molar specific heat 
of each specie 
𝐷𝑖,𝑡 Thermal diffusion coefficient 
𝐷𝑚 Molecular diffusivity of multi 
component gases 
𝐷𝑖,𝑚 Binary diffusion of component 𝑖 and 𝑚 
𝐹𝑘,𝑗 Diffusive flux component 
𝐽  Diffusive flux 
𝐾𝑘 Absorption coefficient of each grey 
gases 
𝑆ℎ Heat due to chemical reaction and 
radiation 
𝐾 Total number of grey gases 
M Molecular weight 
𝑆 Optical path length 
𝑇 Temperature 
𝑇∗ Reduced temperature 
𝑉 Velocity of fuel and air 
𝑋 Mole fraction 
𝑌 Mass fraction 
 
Greek letters 
𝜌 Fluid density 
𝜎 Collision diameter 
𝜏̿ Viscous stress tensor 
𝜇 Molecular viscosity 
𝜔 Production rate of each specie 
Lowercase letters 
𝑎𝑘 Weight factor 
𝑔  Gravitational acceleration 
ℎ Specific enthalpy 
𝑘 Thermal conductivity coefficient 
𝑝 Pressure 
𝑟 Radial coordinate 
v Velocity 
?̇? Volume flow rate 
 
Subscripts 
i component i 
j Specie j 
k Specie k 
m Multi component or component 
m 
x Component in axial direction 
r Component in radial direction 
tran Translation 
rot  Rotation 
vib Vibration 
avg Average 
max maximum 
 
Abbreviations 
CVODE     A package written in C for 
solving differential equation 
DARSCFD   Digital analysis of reaction 
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𝛺 Collision integral systems 
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Table 1 Summary of published papers relating to the study of effect of hydrogen 
concentration on flame characteristics 
Sources Configuration Fuel H2 volume 
fraction (%) 
Method 
Francis et al. [2] Co-flow laminar 
diffusion flame 
H2/CH4 0 - 80 Experiment; 
CFD 
Ayoub et al. [24] Mild flameless 
combustion 
H2/CH4 0 - 100 Experiment 
Wu et al. [5] Co-flow laminar 
diffusion flame 
H2/CH4 0 - 50 Experiment 
Choudhuri et al. [4] Laminar 
diffusion flame 
H2/natural 
gas; H2/C3H8 
65, 80, 100 Experiment 
Choudhuri et al. [3] Turbulent 
diffusion 
confined flam 
H2/natural 
gas 
0 -35 Experiment 
Park et al. [6] Counter flow 
diffusion flame 
H2/CO 20, 80 Numerical 
method 
(CHEMKIN)  
Dinesh et al. [8] Turbulent 
diffusion flame 
H2/CO; 
H2/N2 
75, 50, 30 CFD 
Toro et al. [1] Laminar 
diffusion flame 
H2/N2 50 Experiment; 
CFD 
 
 
Table 2  Details of mesh generation for mesh dependency test  
Resolution Levels from 
outer of fuel 
outlet tube 
to axis                      
Levels from 
outer of fuel 
outlet tube 
to top plane                    
Levels from 
outer of fuel 
outlet tube 
to left plane 
Levels from 
outer of fuel 
outlet tube 
to top plane 
Total 
number 
of cells 
Smallest 
cells size 
(mm) 
Coarse 10 50 25 12 2880 0.5 
Normal 16 100 50 24 7800 0.2 
Fine 20 200 200 32 26000 0.1 
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Table 3 Composition, volume flow, and velocity of fuel and air 
of all simulated flames 
 
Flame 𝑋𝐻2                           𝑋𝑁2                              𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔
(ms-1) 
?̇?𝐻2   
(cm3s-1) 
?̇?𝑁2 
 (cm3s-1) 
?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 
(cm3s-1) 
Flame A 0.25 0.75 0.25 3.97 11.93 15.9 
Flame B 0.5 0.5 0.25 7.95 7.95 15.9 
Flame C 0.75 0.25 0.25 11.93 3.97 15.9 
Flame D 1 0 0.25 15.9 0 15.9 
Flame E 0.25 0.75 0.5 7.95 23.85 31.8 
Flame F 0.5 0.5 0.5 15.9 15.9 31.8 
Flame G 0.75 0.25 0.5 23.85 7.95 31.8 
Flame H 1 0 0.5 31.8 0 31.8 
Flame I 0.25 0.75 0.75 11.93 35.77 47.7 
Flame J 0.5 0.5 0.75 23.85 23.85 47.7 
Flame K 0.75 0.25 0.75 35.77 11.93 47.7 
Flame L 1 0 0.75 47.7 0 47.7 
        
 
Table 4 Category of flames  
Resolution Enrich N2  Equal H2/N2 Enrich H2 Pure H2 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 (ms
-1) 
Flame set I A B C D 0.25 
Flame set II E F G H 0.5 
Flame set III I J K L 0.75 
𝑋𝐻2 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1 
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Figure 1 Left: Physical appearance and dimension of the burner; Right: Generated mesh 
(normal) and boundary condition of each plane 
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Figure 2 Axial temperature and species profiles of flame having an equal mole fraction of H2 
and N2 at 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 of 0.27 ms
-1 (a), and 0.5 ms-1 (b) 
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Figure 3 Radial temperature and species profiles at (a) 3 mm (b) 10 mm (c) 20 mm and (d) 30 
mm above the burner of flame having an equal mole fraction of H2 and N2 at 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 of 0.5 ms
-1 
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                   (a) 
 
                (b) 
 
 
Figure 4 Results of the mesh dependency test on (a) the profiles of N2 and temperature; (b) 
the profiles of H2, O2, and H2O  
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Figure 5 Temperature contours of the N2 or H2 rich flames at various flow conditions 
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Figure 6 Illustration of the flame dimension through an approximated flame front line in 
different flow conditions: (a) 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.25 ms
-1, (b) 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.5 ms
-1, and (c) 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.75 ms
-1 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 7 (a) Flame length and maximum flame width; (b) Flame size and volume flow rate of 
H2  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 8 (a) Flame temperature, adiabatic flame temperature, and flow rate of H2 content;       
(b) Chemistry heat release of all flames and flame size 
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Figure 9 Boundary heat flux of all flames (a) flames in flame set I, (b) flames in flame set II 
(c) flames in flame set III  
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Figure 10 Species axial profiles of all the simulated flames (a) H2; (b) O2; (c) H2O; (d) N2  
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Figure 11 Species radial profiles at 9 mm above fuel exit of all the simulated flames (a) H2; 
(b) O2; (c) H2O; (d) N2  
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Figure 12 Contour plots of the concentration of NOx of enrich H2 and enrich N2 flames 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 13 (a) Maximum concentration of NOx and maximum temperature; (b) NOx 
production rate and H2 content 
 
 
